
GLIDER

To understand Bernoulli principle and how this concept allows for things to
fly.

8 Straws
Tape
3 Strips of 2inch 110lbs paper

Watch instructional video.

Forces Diagram - There are 4 forces that govern the flight of an
object. We can chart these in the form of a diagram, as is done
below.

ThrustDrag

Lift is the force pushing up. It is
created by increased air pressure
above and below the wing. It is

what overcomes gravity.

Thrust is the force that moves the
plane forward. It is created by
the engines of the plane and is

used to over come drag.

Gravity is the force that pulls
everything down to earth. Every
thing that has mass has gravity.
More mass means more gravity.

If an object cannot overcome gravity
it cannot fly.

Drag is the force that slows an
airplane down. If something is
moving forward than wind

resistance is created. That wind is
drag.



Air - Consider that even though we can put our hand through it
and we cannot grab it, air is not nothing, air is something!

Air is made up little tiny things called atoms and although we
cannot see them, they are there. The atoms are just really far
apart, and are not attached.

Bernoulli’s Principle - Air is moving around an object. Depending
on the kind of surface, it moves at different speeds.
When air moves slow it creates high pressure, when air moves
fast it creates low pressure.

All wings are curved. Around a curved surface air moves at
different speeds above and below. Air will move faster around
the flat surface, while it will move fast around the curved surface.

These speeds create different air pressure above and below the
wing. The high pressure below the wind will create lift, that
allows for flight.

Atom

As atoms hit
the front of
the wing

some will go
above the
wing and

some will go
below.

2 atoms that
hit the wing
at the same
time will
reach the

other end at
the same
time.
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Slow moving air below the wing
High pressure

To get to the other end of the wing at the same time the
atoms on the top move much faster than the atoms on

the bottom.

SLOWMOVING AIR = HIGH PRESSURE
FAST MOVING AIR = LOW PRESSURE

The high pressure creates lift.
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Fast moving air above the wing
Low pressure


